To Recap - WHERE ARE WE NOW?

- We all have a vital role to play to achieve success
- Politicians can help to prioritize water, sanitation and health issues
- 1st, 2nd and 3rd tier Government structures must work together to solve these problems
- Communities must take up their challenges and responsibilities
- Individuals must get involved in community projects and keep their own surroundings clean
- Medical practitioners must get involved in pointing out the links between community health and sanitation
CAN WE AGREE ON SOME ACTIONS

• Use of the Water Services Dev. Plans ???
• Use of the Integrated Dev. Plans ???
• Creation of a task team of officials and politicians ???
• Re-visit the social commitment and communication issues within the community?
• Identify funding options ???
• Priorities !! -- sewage treatment or a library ??
Some final thoughts

- The Strategies and guidelines that have been developed by DWAF and other institutions do not tell us how to cooperate with one another.
- They identify problems, causes and possible solutions
- It is up to us to decide whether we try out these solutions or not
- We must work together and stop taking positions
- Politicians need officials
- Officials need politicians
- We are servants of the people
- Let us protect our society and our environment
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The Water Institute of Southern Africa (WISA) wants to be part of the solution to sustain our water resources for generations to come and we are here today and will be here for generations to come to say to South Africa and Africa for that matter we are here to be of service to you.

THANK YOU. GOD BLESS AFRICA